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Abstract Introduction

It only takes a brief look at the cryptocurrency market 
capitalization charts over the course of the past year to see 
that the majority of these currencies — Bitcoin, Ethereum, 
Litecoin, Monero and other major cryptocurrencies — show 
signicant growth in value and are expected to see 
signicant growth in the future, reecting both a loss of 
faith in traditional money systems and a growing condence 
in the power of blockchain technology. 

However these cryptocurrencies are not proving to be very 
effective as payment instruments; their growth in value has 
caused them to behave more like assets than currency, so 
investors and miners are holding cryptocurrencies rather 
than using them to purchase goods and services . Users 
have no incentive to trade or sell them, since once they
are traded, owners lose their investment position.

The solution is a credit model in which volatile crypto-assets 
act as collateral while credit is granted in a stable currency. 

Platforms that attempt to intermediate cryptocurrency-
backed loans between individual lenders and borrowers 
usually fail to provide the service of proper risk 
management to their clients; price volatility of the collateral 
creates a burdensome risk to both the borrower and lender.
At the other end of the spectrum, most established lending 
channels are unwilling to accept volatile assets such as 
cryptocurrency as collateral at all.

BitsBee aims to resolve these issues, managing clients’ risks 
and creating a stable lending model using cryptocurrencies 
as a security deposit. Our model aims to facilitate access to 
credit while building a new credit market – loans backed by 
crypto collateral, based on the security and transparency of 
blockchain technology.

Since the emergence of cryptocurrencies, the behaviour of 
users, owners and miners has proved to be very different 
than what was expected. Rather than turning into true 
‘virtual coinage systems’ used to buy goods and services on 
a day-to-day basis (from your morning latte to houses and 
cars), 

Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies have turned into long-
term investments; from something you keep in your
wallet into something you store in your safe. Nobody now 
would suggest buying pizza with Bitcoins as happened back 
on May 22nd, 2010 (Bitcoin Pizza Day) when a developer 
bought 2 Papa John’s pizzas with 10,000 units of BTC. "It
wasn't like Bitcoins had any value back then, so the idea of 
trading them for a pizza was incredibly cool," Hanyecz told 
The New York Times in 2013. "No one knew it was going to 
get so big.”

On the other hand, quickly appreciating assets, which 
cryptocurrencies have proven to be, have become a valuable 
asset for lending and crediting.
The market for this type of platform will typically consist of 
miners, projects that received funds from Token sales, 
cryptocurrency exchangers and providers of services for 
cryptocurrency purchases. In addition, early cryptocurrency
traders with signicant paper gains will also nd it enticing. 

Going back to the famous Papa John’s pizza order.
Today, ten thousand Bitcoins would be worth over $50 
million. If all you had in the ‘bank’ was Bitcoins, you could still 
order that pizza - just take out a loan via the BitBeeTech 
platform, deposit Satoshi, order and eat your pizza, pay back 
the loan in USD, and maintain your Bitcoin asset position 
without loss.
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BitsBee’s Business Model
In BitsBee’s model of operation, the revenue is collected by charging 
a origination fee to borrowers and a repayment fees to investors.

BitsBee’s lending model uses uctuating crypto-assets as 
collateral for a loan provided in at currency or stable coin.

The rundown of the benets of this model versus customary banking..

• Loans gets conrmed within seconds.
• Credit scoring or verication of assets is not required at all..
• The customer regulates the loan conditions on their own within the connes of the platform’s terms.
• An option to deposit the collateral in several cryptocurrency assets in order to stabilize the general uctuation
   of the collateral and lower any upward pressure on interest rates.
•  Operation transparency  during both transfer and retention of the security deposit.
•  Transparency of collateral evaluation and the uctuation of its value over time for both parties.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Choosing
Credit Terms

Depositing
Collateral

Confirmation 
Done

Get Instant 
Credit Funds
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How It Works ?

Why you choose BitsBee L&F model?
You know that if you take out a loan, collateralized with assets such 
as Bitcoin or Ethereum — in return you will receive an agreed loan 
amount in a stable currency.
And after loan repayment you will receive your whole collateral back 
even if collateral has many times increased in value.
This way, you will be able to acquire liquid funds, save your crypto 
position and stay in the investment game in the long run.
With BitsBee, there is no reason to sell your BTC when you need 
liquid funds.
The loan funds are backed by the collateral. A repayment-to-
collateral (RtC) ratio of 30% to 70% can be set by the client. 
The 50% ratio is considered optimal based on retrospective 
analysis of Bitcoin uctuations.

Suppose you have an urgent need to grow your capacity and plans 
to purchase some things for your business worth $100,000. 
Then you might have sold your Bitcoins and receive the sum in 
at currency, or even buy the required things directly in Bitcoin, 
in that case ,you lost your investment position.
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A Stoploss occurs if the collateral market 
value falls.

How can you secure yourself and divert 
the risks?

• When applying for a loan, You can set the ratio of credit to collateral 
   to 30% and lower the risks of RtC growing to a critical value.

• You can deposit the collateral in several cryptocurrencies at the 
    same time. This way, the more stable crypto-assets will compensate
    for the volatility of the others.

BeforeStop Loss, the borrower will be provided with following options:

• Increase the amount of collateral with additional amount of crypto-currency.
• Repay part of the loan debt ahead of schedule.
• Pay off the loan, by liquidating (selling) part of the collateral at the current market price
   The remaining part of the deposit will be returned to user’s account.
• BitsBeeTech will buy back the tokens at the original price of 0.001 BTC after 1 year.

In the situation that the RtC ratio growths higher than 95%, the system automatically 
cashes out a part of the collateral to pay back the loan and returns the remaining 
collateral funds to user. 
To the borrower, it looks like the automated Stop Loss was triggered.
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Bitsbee’s Lending and Funding platform will give an ease in doing 
lending and funding transactions across currencies.

The proposed platform is under construction and awaited developed 
and tested. But we have a basic overview of our platform. 

Project Development source code is uploaded on our ofcial 
github page.

Bitsbee Lending & Funding Platform

BITSBEE
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L&F

L&F
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BIBE Specifications

Specification                     Value

Symbol                                BIBE

MAX Supply                1,50,00,000 BIBE

Block Size                           4MB

Block Time                           60s

Block Reward                 0.5-35 BIBE

PoS Reward                     Dynamic

Stake Time                         3 hours

Masternode Collateral         1500 BIBE

Masternode Reward              Dynamic

RPC Port                            27028

Masternode Port                27027

**Note
After Masternode collateral increase to 5000 BIBE for 1 masternode.
Every SuperNode holder will get the difference amount of 3500 BIBE free of cost to maintain their 
SuperNodes

Bitsbee wallet 
address start with B
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BIBE SuperNode  

SuperNode structure is something more than just a masternode. 
It's a stable earning node. SuperNode holders get a guarantee over invested amount on 
SuperNode.

Need of SuperNode structure came when the crypto market is getting indenite day by 
day. Masternode prot come from selling rewards to exchanges but SuperNode holders 
get extra benet of 10% Interest directly in BTC,LTC or ETH on amount invested on 
purchasing SuperNode along with the benet of what masternodes get.

RETURNS*
• 10% of the invested amount per month (120% p.a.)
• Interest Payments are made every 16th Day from the day of allotment of SuperNode.
• A variable component paid out annually
   (60% of the pretax prots of BitsBeeTech)

BIBE ICO & SuperNode Sale

Initial Exchange Rate

Start Date

End Date

Minimum Purchase

SuperNode

Acceptable currencies BTC, ETH, LTC

Interest Paid for
SuperNode Holders

1 BIBE = 0.001 BTC ICO Phase Selling

07-04-2019

15-05-2019

0.05 BTC Per Month
120% per Annum

0.01 BTC [ 10 BIBE]

0.5 BTC [ 1500 BIBE] 33.33% Earlybird Discount

Interest Paid every 16th day
from the day of SuperNode 

Allotment
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BIBE Block Reward & Masternode 
Collateral Information

Blocks          Reward     MN%     MN Reward       POS%       POS Reward       MN Collateral

0-20000        0.5 BIBE       90%          0.45 BIBE              10%                  0.05 BIBE                1500            

20000-50000     5 BIBE          80%          4 BIBE                   20%                  1 BIBE                      1500            

50000-100000    10 BIBE         85%          8.5 BIBE                 15%                  1.5 BIBE                   1500            

100000-150000   15 BIBE          80%          12 BIBE                  20%                  3 BIBE                    5000            

150000-200000   20 BIBE        80%          16 BIBE                   20%                 4 BIBE                     5000            

200000-250000  25 BIBE        80%          20 BIBE                  20%                 5 BIBE                     5000            

250000-300000  30 BIBE        80%          24 BIBE                  20%                 6 BIBE                     5000            

300000-350000  35 BIBE        80%          28 BIBE                  20%                 7 BIBE                     5000            

      350000 ++      10 BIBE        80%            8 BIBE                   20%                2 BIBE                     5000            

500000 
BIBE

Premine

[ 60000 BIBE ]

[ 100000 BIBE ]

[ 175000 BIBE ]

[ 75000 BIBE ][ 90000 BIBE ]
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Funds raised in Bitsbee ICO will be used in a strategic manner to full the meaning 
of SuperNodes and overall business infrastructure.

Funds raised will be invested in multiple areas of nancial interest, currently we
planned these 5 areas of investment interest.

1).  SME loans investment on Bitsbee platform.
2). Financing of junior notes to leverage available capital.
3). Institutional crypto trading with proven crypto bots to make out the minimum 
      required outcomes.
4). Working capital provisioning to BitsBeeTech.
5). Afliate program, Marketing and administration.  

Use Of Funds Raised

35%

35% 10%

10% 10%

SME loans investment

Financing of junior notes 
to leverage available capital.

Institutional 
crypto trading 

Working capital 
provisioning to BitsBeeTech

Afliate program, 
Marketing and administration.  
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BIBE ROADMAP

February 2019
• Concept Development
• Team Formation

Q4 2019 - Full decentralise
platform release
• Adding more popular coins as 
  stable loan currency.
• Getting licences and begin 
  integrating fiat currencies as 
  credit currencies.
• Decentralized decision making 
  system.
• Atomic swaps and multi chain
  transactions, smart-contract deals

Q3 2019- Platform 2nd 
Release
• Adding Dollar(�) as loan currency.
• Adding BTC, LTC, ETH and BIBE 
  as a collateral.
• Adding  more crypto currencies 
  as collateral for loan. 
• Loan repayment using collateral.
• Loan term extension options.
• Early repayment options.
• Option to become a lender.
• Multi-currency collateral,
  multisignature collateral custody 
  feature.
• BIBE lending API for external
  platforms: exchanges, wallets 
  and mass media.
• BIBE payment credit cards
  (Mastercard, VISA & RuPay).

Q2 2019 - 1st Release 
Presentation
• Official Launch ANN
• SuperNode Allotment &
  ICO Round
• Disbursing 1st round of 
  SuperNode earned Interest
  amount.
• Listing on crex24.com trading 
  exchange & MNO to get more 
  investor into the project.
• Listing on major exchanges 
  for more liquidity and stability 
  of BIBE coin.
• Release of Bitsbee’s L&F 
  platform.

March 2019
• Platform Development
  Started.
• International Patent Filing.
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Partnerships

Retail Trading Partners

Planned

Institutional Trading Partners

Advertising Partners
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BIBE afliate model is uniquely organised to make max out of the commission.
Every person who  as refer 1 person for SuperNode purchase will get 0.05 BTC
referral commision.
Again for the , and now2nd person referred you will get another 0.05 BTC commission
for making a pair of referee you get an extra 0.1 BTC commission.
So concluding the commission structure , after referring 3 persons who bought 
SuperNodes, you will get in total 0.2 BTC as your referral commission.

Super Commission : You will get 10% direct recurring commission from your referee’s
SuperNode interest , i.e. you will get 0.005 BTC from your each referred person
every month till he runs his SuperNodes. 

So invite maximum real persons to Bitsbee’s discord channel and from your invites
if anyone purchase SuperNode, commission will be credited in your account 
automatically.

After May 15, 2019 , Afliate Marketing commissions and product for afliation will 
get changed and the same will be updated on this page in another version of updated 
whitepaper. 

Affiliate Marketing Model

You

1

2 30.05 B
TC

0.05 BTC

0.1 BTC

You earned Total
0.05 +0.05 +0.1 = 0.2 BTC
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